
Very little is known about the man who refers to himself 
only as “Bounty Hunter”; when asked of his background, he 
divulges only that he has a cross to bear. Through extensive 
correlation with extant files, however, the Order believes 
the man to be Michi Fraser; there is indication that his first 
name changed, leaving the surname in doubt as well.
  What can be verified, however, is his appearance on the 
world of Misery, between the Draconis Combine and Federated 
Suns, in late 3130. Literally stealing a Legionnaire from the 
commander of the on-world Federated Suns forces, he single-
handedly defeated an entire lance of Kurita troops, causing 
a greater shift in balance on Misery than had occurred in 
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Commentary
Originally exclusive to the Wolf’s Dragoons mercenaries, 
this ’Mech variation eventually sold to an open market after 
numerous technological upgrades. With the destruction of the 
Dragoons’ production plant on Outreach in the opening months of 
the Jihad, however, the Free Worlds League purchased the design 
plans lock, stock, and barrel from the Dragoons. Irian BattleMechs 
Unlimited retooled the Awesome line on Irian in record time to 
produce the Marauder II.
  In the late 3080s and early 3090s, orders from The Republic of 
the Sphere shut down many of IBU’s lines, and the Marauder II was 
thought lost to history. Not until late 3133 was it revealed that 
limited production of the Marauder II line had secretly continued. 
One of the largest battles in the last generation exploded on the 
world of Irian in October 3133, with every faction desperate to 
control the line. The Dragon’s Fury gifted this particular ’Mech to 
the Bounty Hunter for his service; the Hunter has painted part of 
it emerald green, and he calls it “Noketsuna.”
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over a decade. He immediately went into hiding but 
reappeared several months later on the world of 
Marlowe’s Rift, where he once again handed the Combine their 
collective heads on a platter after several weeks of hit-and-
run fighting.
  After a hiatus, he reappeared on Harrow’s Sun, where 
prepared Combine troops savaged his Legionnaire. His name and 
bright emerald-clad ’Mech, however, only grew in stature as he 
escaped a trap in which any other warrior would have perished. 
Once more he vanished (this time for well over a year; it’s 
believed he was terribly wounded), reappearing in The Republic 
of the Sphere in the summer of 3133, where he fought a string 
of solo victories on several planets against roving pirates. 
For unknown reasons, he appeared on the world of Irian just 
as the battle for the Marauder II plant began, and he threw in 
his lot with the Dragon’s Fury. Though Katana Tormark surely 
knows the Hunter’s loyalty is loose at best, his battlefield 
acumen simply cannot be ignored.

MECH: MARAUDER II
Serial Number: I3921-00F
Mass: 100 tons
Chassis: GM Marauder
Power Plant: Magna 300 Light
Cruising Speed: 32 kph
Maximum Speed: 54 kph
Jump Jets: Chilton 850 Mk II
Armor: Valiant Lamellor
Armament:
1 Zeus Slingshot Gauss Rifle
2 Fusigon Model XI ER PPCs
2 Magna 400P Medium Pulse 
  Lasers
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